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There are two errors in Ref. [l] which carry through the paper. The first 
error stems from the fact that we may have too many constant or almost 
constant solutions. The system of differential equations x’ = 0 with Liapunov 
function V(X) = 1; x iI2 is a counterexample to Theorem 1. The second error 
is an elementary blunder over norm properties. Both may be corrected 
without seriously changing the content of the paper. 
The definition of V’ strongly negative-definite relative to H for the system 
x’ =f(X, t) (1) 
is insufficient in case His unbounded. We correct it as follows. 
DEFINITION. V’ is strongly-negative definite relative to a closed set H, 
if for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that x in Sc(H, C) implies that either 
(a) V’(X, t) < - 6 11 f(x, t)ll/(l + II x 11) when H is bounded, or 
(b) V’(X, t) < - 6 ]]f(~, t)]l when H is unbounded. 
We also need the following: 
HYPOTHESS A. If V’ is strongly negative-definite relative to H and if x1 
is in H”, then there exists 7 > 0 and a continuous nonnegative scalar function 
g, such that 1) x - x1 [I < 7 implies that Ilf(x, t)ll > g(t) and Jy g(t) dt = + co. 
Hypothesis A excludes trivial and almost trivial solutions in Hc. 
Theorem 1 holds under the above definition and the addition of Hypothesis 
A. We now correct the proof. 
Using the same notation as in the previous proof, we denote by {[ti , _tj]> 
the intervals on which a given solution x(t) is in Sc(H, E). Notice that in 
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obtaining inequality (6), absolute value bars were dropped and that the 
inequality can be strengthened to 
- 6 I W[l + II 4W[1 + II 4W)l 9 
(‘3 
when H is bounded or 
i-l 
when H is not bounded. In either case, since V is bounded from below, if x(t) 
has finite escape time, then the escape occurs in S(H, c). Either (6) or (6’) 
implies that x(t) is bounded on any interval [tj ,I~]. We next show that if 
x(t) is in S(H, 6) for some t, , then there is a t > t1 with x(t) in S(H, l ). If 
x(t) remains in S(H, E), then it is bounded and so {x(n)} has a convergent 
subsequence {x(Q) with limit y. Now x(t) does not converge to y by Hypo- 
thesis A together with an integration of the inequalities in the definition of V’ 
strongly negative definite. Let the rl of Hypothesis A be found for y. Since 
x(t) does not converge toy, there is a ,B > 0, /3 < 7, and increasing sequences 
{tn’} and {ti} with 
and 
II 4n’) -Y II = P, II +c) -Y II = g Y 
B B 2 II X(t) -Y II B - 2 for t,’ & t < t; . 
Since x(t) is bounded on the interval in which x(t) remains in P(H, E), we 
may assume that V’(x(t), t) < - S IIf(x(t), t)ll for some 6 > 0. Thus, if we 
denote V(t) = V(x(t), t), we have 
= qtl’> - 6 i 11 x(tli() - x(tj’)ll < rqtl’) - sn ; ) 
i=l 
where t > tz . Th is contradicts V bounded from below. 
We may, therefore, conclude that if x(t) does not eventually remain in 
S(H, E), then as t--f co, the series (6) or (6’) becomes infinite. Since V is 
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bounded from below, the series converge and so the terms tend to zero as 
i+ co. In series (6’), this implies that 11 x(t) - x(tJl-+ 0 and so x(t) is 
eventually in S(H, 26), which is sufficient since E is arbitrary. In series (6’), 
since H is compact, we have any x(t) bounded. Thus, for a given x(t) and 
E > 0, there is a S > 0 such that V’(x(t), t) < - 6 Ilf(x(t), t)ll when x(t) 
is in SC(H, l ). For this solution we may form a series (6’) to obtain the desired 
conclusion. This completes the proof. 
The corollary on p. 548 needs only the addition of Hypothesis A. The 
statement following the theorem on p. 549 requires the addition of Hypo- 
thesis A. Since system (1’) is autonomous, Theorem 2 is true as it stands. 
Theorems 3 and 4 need the revised definition of strongly negative-definite 
as well as Hypothesis A, since they correspond to Theorem 1. The example 
(Section 3) does still hold, but that is because of the additional arguments 
given for that particular case. 
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